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Despite the widespread popularity of dynamically typed languages such as Python, it is well known that they pose significant challenges to code optimization due to the lack of concrete type information. To overcome this limitation, many ahead-of-time optimizing compiler approaches for Python rely on programmers to provide optional type information as a prerequisite for extensive code optimization. Since few programmers provide this information, a large majority of Python applications are executed without the benefit of code optimization, thereby contributing collectively to a significant worldwide wastage of compute and energy resources.

In this paper, we introduce a new approach to concrete type inference that is shown to be effective in enabling code optimization for dynamically typed languages, without requiring the programmer to provide any type information. We explore three kinds of type inference algorithms in our approach based on: 1) machine learning models including GPT-4, 2) constraint-based inference based on SMT solving, and 3) a combination of 1) and 2). Our approach then uses the output from type inference to generate multi-version code for a bounded number of concrete type options, while also including a catch-all untyped version for the case when no match is found. The typed versions are then amenable to code optimization. Experimental results show that the combined algorithm in 3) delivers far superior precision and performance than the separate algorithms for 1) and 2). The performance improvement due to type inference, in terms of geometric mean speedup across all benchmarks compared to standard Python, when using 3) is 26.4× with Numba as an AOT optimizing back-end and 62.2× with the Intrepyd optimizing compiler as a back-end. These vast performance improvements can have a significant impact on programmers’ productivity, while also reducing their applications’ use of compute and energy resources.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Python is one of the most widely used programming languages today. It has a rich ecosystem of libraries and tools. As a high-level programming language, Python’s versatility and user-friendliness have made it a preferred choice for developers and researchers to build applications and research...
prototypes in domains including data science [McKinney et al. 2010], machine learning [Abadi et al. 2015; Paszke et al. 2019], and scientific computing [Virtanen et al. 2020].

Despite its advantages in programmability, Python poses significant challenges in terms of code optimization due to its dynamic typing. A well-established direction for optimizing programs with dynamic types is to use a just-in-time (JIT) optimizing compiler, with Numba [Lam et al. 2015] being a notable exemplar for Python. However, it is also widely recognized that the extent of code optimization that can be performed by JIT compilers is limited due to the fact that any time spent on code optimization contributes to dynamic execution time, as well as issues related to cold start and the overhead of cold paths. For this reason, even Numba offers an alternate ahead-of-time (AOT) optimization option, but that requires concrete types to be provided ahead of time by the programmer. Similarly, Intrepydd [Zhou et al. 2020] is a research AOT optimizing compiler that generates C++ code that can be statically compiled and loaded as a module for use in a Python application, but it too requires concrete types to be provided by the programmer (albeit only for function parameters). However, relying on programmers to provide type annotations can significantly hinder productivity as it can be a time-consuming and error-prone task. Consequently, a large portion of Python applications remains unoptimized, leading to wastage of compute and energy resources on a global scale.

In recent years, the considerable progress made in machine learning research has led to ongoing efforts to apply machine learning techniques to address the type inference challenge in dynamically-typed languages, with the goal of alleviating the need for manual type annotations [Allamanis et al. 2020; Hellendoorn et al. 2018; Pradel et al. 2020; Wei et al. 2020]. Typically, these approaches accept a partially typed program as input and generate probabilistic predictions for variable and expression types within the program. While these approaches can be helpful for software engineering and program understanding purposes, these predictions often lack the precision of concrete type inference needed for code optimization.

There are several recent studies that focus on enhancing the type correctness of machine learning based type inference by integrating its output with rule-based analysis. TypeWriter [Pradel et al. 2020] utilizes a gradual type checker to search for a type-correct assignment from the type predictions made by a machine learning model. OptTyper [Pandi et al. 2020] gathers logical constraints using rules and natural constraints from machine learning models, subsequently performing continuous relaxation to incorporate both types of constraints into a single continuous optimization problem. HiTyper [Peng et al. 2022] incorporates type recommendations from machine learning models into static type inference by iteratively alternating between model prediction and rule-based inference. These methods aim to determine one consistent set of type assignments, whether those include abstract types or concrete types. As a result, the inferred types may be too specific and only cover a limited number of cases, or too abstract to be useful for code optimization.

In this paper, we address the problem of concrete type inference for code optimization. The goal is to design a method to statically generate a manageable set of probable and consistent concrete type assignments for a given part of an input program (such as one or more functions in the program). By doing so, we can facilitate static optimization of the specified part of the program using the inferred type information. Note that our focus is not on performing whole-program static type inference, as enforcing static typing for the entire program might impede programming flexibility.

We explore 1) a variety of machine learning type inference models, as well as 2) constraint-based type inference using an SMT solver to help solve this problem. Recognizing the limitations inherent in both approaches, we introduce a novel method 3) that combines both approaches so as to fuse their strengths to overcome their individual drawbacks.¹ This is achieved by encoding machine

¹Source code available at https://github.com/habanero-lab/cti-ml-smt.
learning predictions as constraints and applying progressive constraint relaxation to prioritize the
discovery of the most likely solutions.

The key contributions presented in this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. We develop a variety of machine learning-based type inference methods for concrete type
   inference for a NumPy-focused subset of Python, including a) a frequency-based prediction
   model, b) a neural network trained from scratch with an architecture inspired by prior work, c)
   a fine-tuned Transformer model pre-trained on a large multi-programming language corpus,
   and d) a prompt-based zero-shot type inference that leverages the cutting-edge GPT-4 large
   language model.

2. We present a concrete type inference method based on SMT solving for the subset of Python
   considered above, incorporating array ranks into the type system to facilitate code optimiza-
   tion.

3. We propose a novel approach for integrating machine learning and SMT solving for concrete
   type inference, aiming to generate type-correct parameter type combinations that effectively
   cover the intended types without generating an excessive number of code variants.

4. We conduct a comprehensive evaluation and comparison of machine learning-based type
   inference models, SMT solving-based type inference methods, and their integration. The
   experimental results demonstrate that our combined approach, 3), achieves significantly
   higher precision and performance compared to the individual methods, 1) and 2).

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Concrete Type Inference

Concrete type inference is the process of determining the concrete type (i.e., implementation type)
of variables in a program at compile time. It differs from many conventional type inference methods
that deduce abstract types, which describe the properties and interfaces of variables. By providing
information on the implementation details of variables, concrete type inference can facilitate more
precise code optimization. Previous research has explored several approaches for inferring concrete
types, such as methods employing the Cartesian product algorithm [Agesen 1995] and constraint-
based techniques [Plevyak and Chien 1994]. While past work has also explored the use of machine
learning for type inference (e.g., [Allamanis et al. 2020; Hellendoorn et al. 2018; Pradel et al. 2020;
Wei et al. 2020]), that past work has typically not focused on concrete type inference for code
optimization.

2.2 SMT Solver and SMT Based Type Inference

SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) is an approach for determining the satisfiability of mathemati-
cal formulas. An SMT solver is a software tool for solving this kind of problem which involves a
combination of theories, including Boolean and integer arithmetic. It can automatically determine
whether a given formula is satisfiable by considering the constraints imposed by the underlying
theories. SMT solvers are widely used in various areas of the computing industry, such as model
checking, software/hardware verification, and automated theorem proving [Barrett and Tinelli
2018].

SMT solvers have been applied to the type inference problem, which can be formulated as a
logical formula that deduces the type of a variable or expression in a given program. By translating
typing rules into a set of constraints, an SMT solver can be utilized to determine whether these
constraints are satisfiable and identify a set of type assignments that satisfy them [Hassan et al.
2018]. While there has been past work on combining rules-based inference with machine learning
(e.g., [Pandi et al. 2020; Feng et al. 2022; Pradel et al. 2020]), to the best of our knowledge, we are
unaware of any past work that has combined SMT solvers with machine learning for concrete type inference.

### 2.3 Intrepydd Programming Language

The Intrepydd programming language [Zhou et al. 2020] introduced a subset of Python that is amenable to ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation of selected Python functions into C++. It is intended for writing kernel functions rather than complete or main programs. The C++ code generated from Intrepydd kernels can be imported into a Python application or a C++ application. A key constraint in the Intrepydd subset of Python is the requirement that Intrepydd function definitions include type annotations for parameters and return values. Given these type annotations, the Intrepydd compiler statically infers the types of local variables and expressions. The library knowledge base included in the Intrepydd tool chain specifies type rules for a wide range of library functions used by the Intrepydd programs, many of which are based on Python standard libraries such as NumPy. Combined with the library knowledge base that also provides per-function dataflow information, the statically inferred data types serve as the basis of: program analyses including def/use, dataflow, and dependence analyses; high-level program optimizations including loop invariant code motion, dense/sparse array operator fusion, and array allocation and slicing optimizations; and C++ code generation from the intermediate representation resulting from these code optimizations. In the final step, the generated C++ code is compiled into a binary module that can be invoked by the host program.

In this work, we aim to target the subset of Python utilized by Intrepydd, with types defined in Fig. 1. The type system incorporates array rank and tuple arity, requires homogeneous container types, and does not support first-class functions or nested function definitions. Additionally, scalar types are presented as zero-dimensional array types.

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau &::= \text{None} \mid \text{Array}(\text{dtype}, \text{ndim}) \mid \text{SparseMat}(\text{dtype}) \\
&\quad \mid \text{List}(\tau) \mid \text{Dict}(\tau, \tau) \mid \text{Heap}(\tau, \tau) \mid \text{Tuple}(\tau, \text{arity}) \\
\text{dtype} &::= \text{int32} \mid \text{int64} \mid \text{float32} \mid \text{float64} \mid \text{bool} \\
\text{ndim, arity} &::= \text{non-negative integers} \\
\eta &::= \tau \mid \text{Function}(\tau, \tau)
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 1. Types of Intrepydd.

### 3 OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH

In this paper, we address the problem of concrete type inference for enabling compiler optimizations with multi-version code generation. To be specific, the goal is to design a method to generate a likely and consistent\(^2\) set of function parameter types based on a given input program. The rationale behind our focus on function parameter types is that their determination simplifies the inference for other types in the function, including return types and variable types. Once function parameter types are specified, the program can be fully typed and optimized by ahead-of-time optimizing compiler approaches for Python such as Numba AOT [Lam et al. 2015] and Intrepydd [Zhou et al. 2020]. We propose a novel approach to the concrete type inference problem by using a combination of machine learning and SMT solving.

An overview of our approach is shown in Fig. 2. To motivate our approach, we include an example function in the figure. By applying a machine learning type predictor to this function, we

\(^2\)Throughout the paper, we use the terms "consistent", "type-check", "type-correct", and "valid" interchangeably to denote a function parameter type combination that does not lead to a type error.
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Fig. 2. Overview of our framework: 1) The left box illustrates the output obtained by only using machine learning models; 2) The right box illustrates the output obtained by only using type constraints; 3) The center box illustrates the output obtained by using the combination of machine learning and SMT solving introduced in this paper. The dashed lines and boxes illustrate the potential outputs of individual approaches. Red-colored code denotes the presence of type errors by using approach 1), while blue-colored code represents the excessive number of versions generated by approach 2) relative to the combined approach 3).

can obtain several potential types for each argument, as depicted in the left part of the figure as approach 1). When combined, these predictions may generate numerous combinations of parameter types, and many of them might not even type-check. As an illustration, consider the red-colored functions in the figure, whose parameter types are predicted by a machine learning model. In these functions, type-checking errors can occur for the code \( x += y \) since the type of \( y \) cannot be coerced or broadcasted to the type of \( x \). On the other hand, a constraint-based approach can be utilized to generate type constraints from the code, as shown in the right part of the figure as approach 2). By solving these constraints, we can generate multiple parameter type combinations that are type-correct. However, the number of potential solutions can be extremely large, and impractical for use in static code optimization.

To overcome the issues present in these two approaches, we propose a hybrid approach 3) in the center of the figure. The predictions from the machine learning models are encoded as constraints. These constraints, along with the type constraints, are provided as input to an SMT solver, which subsequently generates multiple parameter type combinations that are both highly likely and type-correct. Approach 3) then uses the output from the SMT solver to generate multi-version code for a bounded number of concrete type options, while also including a catch-all untyped version for the case when no match is found. All the typed versions are then amenable to extensive code optimization.
4 CONCRETE TYPE INFERENCEx BY COMBINING MACHINE LEARNING AND SMT SOLVING

In this section, we begin by presenting a number of machine learning type inference techniques tailored to our concrete parameter type inference problem, all of which represent different alternatives for approach 1). Next, we introduce our SMT solving type inference that represents approach 2). Lastly, we outline how we combine both methodologies to achieve their respective benefits while also addressing their limitations, thus creating a better-optimized approach 3).

4.1 Machine Learning Type Inference

Machine learning type inference models can often leverage the naturalness of human-written code by exploiting patterns in variable names, syntactic structures, and other features typically neglected by traditional type inference approaches [Allamanis et al. 2018]. These models are capable of producing multiple potential types along with their probabilities. This makes them well-suited for our type inference problem, as we lack sufficient type information to deduce a definitive type, but can still utilize machine learning to infer a few types of highest probability.

This section focuses on the machine learning approaches we have employed to solve our concrete type inference problem. Given the unique domain of our problem, it is not feasible to leverage existing machine learning type inference models directly. Thus, we have integrated various representative models to compare their relative efficacy.

In this section, we first define the scope of types that our machine learning models attempt to predict. Then, we introduce the methodology of constructing our dataset tailored to our particular problem. After that, we present the four distinct machine learning models that we have explored. Finally, we discuss the limitations of machine learning methods when applied to concrete type inference.

4.1.1 Type Prediction Space. Our machine learning models predict parameter types from a subset of the types defined in Fig. 1. We detail the design decisions for this type subspace, along with their rationales, in Table 1. The syntax defining this type prediction space is shown in Fig. 3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau & ::= d\text{type} \mid \text{Array}(d\text{type}, n\text{dim}) \mid \text{List}(\tau) \mid \text{Dict}(\text{int}, \tau) \\
d\text{type} & ::= \text{int} \mid \text{float} \mid \text{bool} \\
n\text{dim} & ::= 1 \mid 2 \mid 3
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 3. Syntax of types predicted by machine learning models.

Constraining the type space may lead to situations where the correct parameter types cannot be predicted because they are outside the prediction space. However, this drawback can be addressed by combining machine learning type inference with the SMT solving type inference (Section 4.2), which we discuss in more detail in Section 4.3.

4.1.2 Dataset Construction. In order to train our machine learning models for predicting function parameter types in Intrepydd, it would be ideal to use a dataset that includes Intrepydd source code and parameter type annotations. However, this is not feasible due to the fact that Intrepydd is relatively new and there are few programs currently written using it. Nonetheless, since Intrepydd is a subset of Python and many Intrepydd types can be mapped to built-in Python or NumPy types, we can instead use a dataset containing programs written in Python/NumPy, and rely on the models to transfer their knowledge learned from this dataset to Intrepydd programs.

Although there are public datasets available for training type inference models for Python [Allamanis et al. 2020; Mir et al. 2021; Raychev et al. 2016], they are not suitable for our case. Firstly,
Table 1. Design decisions for the type prediction space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Design decision and rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scalar types</strong></td>
<td>We represent a scalar type directly by its element type, rather than a 0-dimensional array. This simplifies the models’ output without introducing any ambiguity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Array element types with different bit widths</strong></td>
<td>We do not differentiate between integer and floating-point types based on their bit width. This is because it is often challenging to infer the precise bit width solely from the source code, unless there is explicit type casting. Additionally, many programs are written in a way that allows data with different bit widths to function interchangeably. Including bit width in the dataset also reduces the number of data points for each type involving integer and floating-point types, making it more challenging for the machine learning models to learn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Array</strong></td>
<td>We cap the rank of arrays at 3, as most code in our dataset operates on arrays with ranks no greater than 3. This constraint enables the model to focus on the most common cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dict</strong></td>
<td>The Dict type only takes integers as keys due to an implementation limit imposed by Intrepydd’s C++ back-end. By constraining the type space in this way, we prevent the models from predicting unsupported Dict types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>None</strong></td>
<td>We do not predict the None type, as it is usually used as the return type of functions that do not return a value. Since we are only concerned about function parameter types, predicting a None type is rarely necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SparseMat, Heap, and Tuple</strong></td>
<td>We do not predict SparseMat, Heap, and Tuple types because it is challenging to construct a dataset containing these types. SparseMat and Heap are intrinsic types in Intrepydd and have no corresponding types in Python/NumPy. While tuples are often seen in Python, static-arity heterogeneous tuples are rarely used as parameter types.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These datasets contain a variety of Python projects, which may not be NumPy-intensive and thus not suitable for our specific case that focuses heavily on array operations. Secondly, their type labels are often not concrete enough, with annotations such as `List[any]`. Additionally, NumPy arrays are usually annotated with `np.ndarray` without any information about element type and rank, which is not helpful for our purpose.

Therefore, we created our dataset from the source code of SciPy. We chose SciPy because it heavily utilizes NumPy and includes many programs for scientific computing, which is the domain Intrepydd is targeting. To obtain precise concrete type information, we executed SciPy’s test suite and dynamically collected the runtime argument types for all functions using a library called MonkeyType, which we modified to support extracting the element types and ranks of NumPy arrays. Subsequently, we extracted and deduplicated pairs of (function source code, argument types) to form our SciPy dataset. The source code was stripped of type annotations, comments, and docstrings, and we also filtered out types that could not be expressed using the syntax in Fig. 3.

4.1.3 Frequency-Based Model. To establish a baseline, we employed a simple model that predicts the most common types found in the training set. This model, which we refer to as `Freq` going forward, is effective in many cases due to the highly concentrated distribution of types in many programs, as noted by [Mir et al. 2021].

4.1.4 DeepTyper-FS: A Variant of DeepTyper Trained From Scratch. We developed a second model, an end-to-end deep learning type predictor, by utilizing the underlying neural network architecture of DeepTyper [Hellendoorn et al. 2018], and additionally incorporating an improved code tokenizer and an RNN-based type decoder. We trained this model from scratch (i.e., starting from randomly initialized weights) using our SciPy dataset.

³https://github.com/Instagram/MonkeyType
Neural Network Architecture. The architecture of DeepTyper-FS is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of two bi-directional RNNs with a consistency layer in between. The details of this architecture can be found in [Hellendoorn et al. 2018]. Different from the original method, we employ a subword tokenizer based on byte-pair encoding [Sennrich et al. 2016]. For type prediction, we take the second RNN’s output vectors at positions of the function parameter identifiers and feed them into an RNN-based type decoder, which outputs a sequence of type tokens for each parameter.

Training Objective. The objective is to maximize the probability of inferring the correct parameter types, provided as labels in the training set, given the input source code. This is achieved by minimizing the average cross-entropy loss associated with predicting each type token across the entire training set.

4.1.5 CodeT5-FT: Fine-Tuned CodeT5. Pre-trained large Transformer models on source code have demonstrated exceptional performance in tasks like code completion, comment generation, and code synthesis [Xu et al. 2022]. In light of such capabilities, we have developed our third model for type inference by fine-tuning CodeT5, a state-of-the-art code-aware pre-trained Transformer model [Wang et al. 2021].

Neural Network Architecture. In Fig. 5, we show the architectures of both CodeT5 and CodeT5-FT. CodeT5 employs an encoder-decoder architecture in which the tokenized input is converted into vector representations by a Transformer encoder. These encoded vectors are then decoded into an output sequence by a Transformer decoder. Our CodeT5-FT model utilizes only the CodeT5 encoder and appends to it an RNN-based type decoder (the same building block used in DeepTyper-FS in Section 4.1.4).
Fine-Tuning. We use the same dataset and loss function as in the training of DeepTyper-FS to fine-tune CodeT5-FT. The CodeT5 encoder’s weights are initialized using the pre-trained weights, while the type decoder’s weights are initialized randomly.

4.1.6 Zero-Shot Prompting With GPT-4. In recent years, there has been significant progress in natural language processing, which can be largely attributed to the development of large language models (LLMs) [Brown et al. 2020; Chowdhery et al. 2022; Radford et al. 2019]. GPT-4, one of the most advanced LLMs currently available, has shown outstanding performance in various professional and academic tasks [OpenAI 2023]. In this paper, we investigated the potential of GPT-4 to perform type inference through zero-shot prompting.

Please infer the types of function parameters in a program consisting of one or more functions. The syntax of types is defined as

\[
<t> ::= <type> \\
| \text{Array(<dtype>, <ndim>)} \\
| \text{List(<t>)} \\
| \text{Dict(int, <t>)}
\]

\[
<dtype> ::= \text{int} | \text{float} | \text{bool}
\]

\[
<\text{ndim}> ::= 1 | 2 | 3
\]

Please generate the top \{num_preds\} most probable types for each parameter using only types generated from the start symbol \(<t>\):

Parameter \(x\):
1. \text{int}
2. \text{float}
3. \text{Array(int, 1)}

Parameter \(y\):
1. \text{int}
2. \text{float}
3. \text{Array(int, 1)}

These types are suggested based on the provided code, but they may not necessarily be the only valid types. The exact types would depend on the specific requirements and context of your program.

Figure 6. Prompt template for GPT-4 and possible responses with/without formatting instructions.

Zero-Shot Prompt-Based Type Inference. To use GPT-4 for type inference, we provide it with natural language instructions, or prompts. By providing a prompt as a prefix, the model generates a response message through text completion. This method does not require the model to be re-trained and we do not provide any examples in the prompt, making it a zero-shot approach. The prompt template we designed is shown in Fig. 6a.

We specify the syntax of the types to be predicted, the number of predictions required for each parameter, the program source code, and output formatting instructions in the prompt. Note that we do not provide the language’s definition or the meanings of types. Since we perform type inference on a subset of Python, we expect GPT-4 to use its own knowledge of Python.

Response Formatting. Without explicit instruction on output formatting, GPT-4 responds in various formats and often provides a natural language explanation of its predictions. An example of
such responses is illustrated in Fig. 6b. This makes it challenging to integrate it into an automatic type inference and compilation pipeline. To tackle this issue, we incorporated formatting instructions into our prompts, as highlighted in bold in Fig. 6a. We have discovered that GPT-4 can comprehend these instructions and generate responses in the specified format most of the time (an example response is shown in Fig. 6c), with the occasional exception of producing fewer predictions than specified.

4.1.7 Limitations of Machine Learning Models for Concrete Type Inference. While machine learning type inference can provide useful predictions, it can have limitations in the context of concrete type inference for compilation, where the goal is to obtain consistent parameter types for compiling optimized versions of the input code. The precision of machine learning models may be inadequate, resulting in missed correct types and no valid parameter type sets. In addition, given multiple predictions per parameter, we are left with an exponential number of combinations, many of which may not be valid.

4.2 SMT Solving Type Inference

As discussed in Section 4.1.7, machine learning type inference may produce an enormous number of invalid parameter type combinations. Filtering out these invalid combinations using a type checker can be intractable when the number of combinations is large. On the other hand, constraint-based type inference has the ability to efficiently discard invalid types during constraint solving, which makes it a suitable option for addressing this issue.

In this section, we present our constraint-based concrete type inference method using an SMT solver. We begin by introducing the type encoding, followed by a detailed discussion of the generation of type constraints. We then explain how we extract valid parameter type combinations using SMT solving and discuss some limitations of this approach.

4.2.1 Type Encoding. We encode the types defined in Fig. 1 as algebraic data types, which are included in the latest SMT-LIB standard [Barrett et al. 2017] and are supported by several SMT solvers [Barbosa et al. 2022; De Moura and Bjørner 2008]. The definition of these algebraic data types, expressed in Haskell syntax for simplicity, is shown below:

```haskell
data DType = bool | int32 | int64 | float32 | float64

data Type = None
           | Array { array_dtype :: DType, array_ndim :: Int }
           | Heap { heap_ktype :: Type, heap_vtype :: Type }
           | SparseMat { sparsemat_dtype :: DType }
           | Dict { dict_ktype :: Type, dict_vtype :: Type }
           | List { list_etype :: Type }
           | Tuple { tuple_etype :: Type, tuple_arity :: Int }
```

Accessor functions such as array_dtype and list_etype are defined to retrieve the constituting type from a given type. Tester predicates, represented by symbols like is_array and is_dict, are also defined for data types in order to determine their respective categories.

4.2.2 Type Constraints. We consider four kinds of type constraints: type validity constraints, typing constraints, finite type space constraints, and uniform bit width constraints. A detailed explanation of these constraints is presented below.

**Type Validity Constraints.** The type constructors defined in Section 4.2.1 can create invalid types, such as an array type with a negative rank or a dictionary type with a 2-d array key type, which is not supported. To avoid such cases, we create type validity constraints using the predicate defined
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Table 2. Auxiliary definitions for constructing type constraints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>libfunctypes(id)</td>
<td>A mapping from a library function name id to its candidate function types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dtype_coercion(d₁, d₂)</td>
<td>A function that takes in array element types, d₁ and d₂, and returns their coerced type.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_scalar(t)</td>
<td>is_array(t) ∧ array_ndim(t) = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_bool(t)</td>
<td>t = Array(bool, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_int(t)</td>
<td>is_scalar(t) ∧ (array_dtype(t) = int32 ∨ array_dtype(t) = int64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_float(t)</td>
<td>is_scalar(t) ∧ (array_dtype(t) = float32 ∨ array_dtype(t) = float64)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

below (is_scalar and is_int are defined in Table 2):

\[
\text{is_valid_type}(t) \equiv (\text{is_array}(t) \Rightarrow \text{array_ndim}(t) \geq 0) \\
\quad \land (\text{is_list}(t) \Rightarrow \text{is_valid_type}(\text{list_etype}(t))) \\
\quad \land (\text{is_dict}(t) \Rightarrow \text{is_int}(\text{dict_ktype}(t)) \land \text{is_valid_type}(\text{dict_vtype}(t))) \\
\quad \land (\text{is_heap}(t) \Rightarrow \text{is_scalar}(\text{heap_ktype}(t)) \land \text{is_valid_type}(\text{heap_vtype}(t))) \\
\quad \land (\text{is_tuple}(t) \Rightarrow \text{is_valid_type}(\text{tuple_etype}(t)) \land \text{tuple_arity}(t) \geq 0)
\]

We apply the is_valid_type predicate to the type of every expression in the input program and add the resulting terms as constraints.

**Typing Constraint Generation.** To generate typing constraints, we utilize syntax-guided constraint generation rules presented in Fig. 7, which leverage auxiliary definitions in Table 2. Expressions are typed using the judgment \( \Gamma \vdash e : t, C \), where \( \Gamma \) is the typing context (a mapping from variable names to types), \( e \) is the expression, \( t \) is its type, and \( C \) is the set of constraints generated. For statements, including function definitions and blocks, we use the typing judgment \( \Gamma \vdash s s \rightarrow t, C \), where \( s \) is the statement, \( t \) is the return type of the enclosing function implied by \( s \), and \( C \) is the set of constraints generated.

Note that most statements generate a return type of None, but this does not necessarily indicate that the enclosing function returns nothing. A non-None return type may be produced by a return statement within the same function body. Rules such as Block and If in Fig. 7 aggregate the return types implied by enclosed statements and ensure that they are consistent.

We have defined an additional set of rules for Intrepydd’s library functions that constrain the types of the arguments and the returned value for each call site. Rule LibFuncID in Fig. 7 serves as the entry point for these rules. Due to space limitations, we do not list the rules for the library functions in this paper. We also support the use of existing (potentially incomplete) type annotations as additional constraints. The corresponding constraint generation rules are omitted from Fig. 7.

We refer to the typing constraints generated by the rules introduced above, along with the type validity constraints, as **type-correctness constraints**.

**Finite Type Space Constraints.** The type space defined in Fig. 1 is unbounded because types are defined recursively and there is no maximum value for array rank and tuple arity. This can lead to situations where a program has an unbounded number of valid parameter type combinations. This raises a problem because we need to obtain a limited number of parameter type combinations for the purpose of compilation. To mitigate this issue, we introduce additional constraints to restrict the type space of parameter types to a finite set.

Specifically, we set a maximum constant value for array rank and tuple arity, and limit the depth of the type syntax tree for parameter types. This is accomplished by defining a predicate similar
Fig. 7. Typing constraint generation rules.
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Uniform Bit Width Constraints. Another major reason for an excessive number of valid parameter type combinations is that, in many cases, array element types with different bit widths can be used interchangeably. This results in an exponential increase in the number of type combinations when compared to cases where bit width distinctions are ignored. To mitigate this issue, we enforce uniform bit widths for integers and floating-point numbers in parameter types within a program. Specifically, we ensure that the integer element types of arrays in parameter types are either all int32 or all int64, and the same applies to floating-point numbers (all float32 or all float64). However, it is still possible for integer types and floating-point types within a program to have different bit widths. These constraints can be generated by modifying the predicate used for generating the finite type space constraints. Specifically, for an array type $t$, we add the following constraint:

$$\text{array}_d\text{type}(t) = \text{dti} \lor \text{array}_d\text{type}(t) = \text{dtf} \lor \text{array}_d\text{type}(t) = \text{bool}$$

where $\text{dti}$ and $\text{dtf}$ are shared within a program and subject to:

$$(\text{dti} = \text{int32} \lor \text{dti} = \text{int64}) \land (\text{dtf} = \text{float32} \lor \text{dtf} = \text{float64})$$

4.2.3 Valid Type Combination Extraction. The objective of our concrete type inference approach is to acquire valid combinations of function parameter types. Merely invoking the SMT solver to solve all constraints is insufficient, as it only generates a single set of type assignments or declares unsatisfiability in cases of type errors. To extract all valid type combinations adhering to the constraints gathered from an input program, we use a simple model enumeration algorithm described in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1:** Valid parameter type combination extraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>\text{extractTypes}(C, t_1, \ldots, t_N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input:</td>
<td>$C$: a set of constraints to satisfy; $t_1, \ldots, t_N$: all parameter type variables in the input program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output:</td>
<td>$T$: a set of parameter type combinations satisfying $C$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T \leftarrow \emptyset$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>while True</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\hspace{1em} sat, assignments \leftarrow \text{solve}(C)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\hspace{1em} if \neg sat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\hspace{2em} break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\hspace{1em} $t_1, \ldots, t_N \leftarrow$ values of $t_1, \ldots, t_N$ obtained from assignments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\hspace{1em} $T \leftarrow T \cup {(t_1, \ldots, t_N)}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C \leftarrow C \cup {\neg(t_1 = t_1 \land \ldots \land t_N = t_N)}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return $T$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the number of valid parameter type combinations is unbounded, the algorithm cannot terminate. Even with the addition of the finite type space constraints, the enumeration of a large number of valid parameter type combinations can still be time-consuming. In practice, we set a limit on the number of valid combinations that can be discovered, as well as a time limit. Whenever these limits are exceeded, the algorithm immediately terminates and reports a failure.

4.2.4 Limitations of SMT Solving for Concrete Type Inference. While SMT Solving-based type inference is capable of generating only type-correct parameter type sets, it is susceptible to producing an overwhelming number of valid type combinations. It lacks an inherent method to prioritize the
discovery of type combinations that are more likely to be intended. As a result, when too many solutions are present, we may have to declare a failure.

4.3 Combining Machine Learning with SMT Solving

In this section, we present our approach to integrating machine learning and SMT solving in concrete type inference for code optimization, with the aim of overcoming their respective limitations. We will first present a straightforward approach that encodes the predictions of machine learning models as constraints. Then, we will move on to an effective approach that tackles the limitations of the first one with a progressive relaxation mechanism for machine learning constraints.

4.3.1 Machine Learning Predictions as Constraints. As discussed in Sections 4.1.7 and 4.2.4, machine learning type inference suffers from the issue of producing numerous inconsistent parameter type combinations, while type inference though SMT solving generates a vast number of valid type combinations, without a clear way to determine the most probable ones. To overcome these limitations, an intuitive approach is to combine the two methods by taking the intersection of their respective solution sets.

Consider a program with $n$ parameters, where the type of each parameter $t_i$ is unknown. Let the machine learning model predict the top-$k$ types for each parameter, denoted by $\tau_{i,1}, \ldots, \tau_{i,k}$. To generate the intersection of the solution sets from two methods, we can add an additional constraint to the SMT solver:

$$\bigwedge_{i=1}^{n} \bigvee_{j=1}^{k} t_i = \tau_{i,j}$$

We view this constraint as a conjunction of machine learning constraints, where each constraint enforces a parameter to be assigned a type from the model’s predictions. Once we include this constraint in the constraint set, we can use Algorithm 1 to obtain the new solution set. However, this simple approach contains some major issues:

First, as mentioned in Section 4.1.7, machine learning models may have trouble predicting consistent combinations of parameter types due to a reduced prediction space or insufficient precision. As a result, after intersecting with the solution set of SMT solving type inference, the outcome could be an empty set.

Second, determining the appropriate value of $k$ can be challenging. A small value of $k$ decreases the likelihood of generating excessive parameter type combinations, but increases the chances of excluding the desired type combination. Conversely, a large value of $k$ may result in an exceedingly large number of type combinations, leading to higher computational costs or even failures.

Furthermore, the best value of $k$ may not be universal for all programs or even all parameters in the same program. For example, consider a parameter named num_rows. It is apparent that the parameter type is more likely to have an int type than any other type. A machine learning model can easily capture this bias and identify int as its top-1 prediction. In this case, a small $k$ would be beneficial. However, for a parameter named x, its type could be less apparent to the model, and it might be necessary to consider more predictions using a larger $k$.

4.3.2 Progressive Relaxation of Machine Learning Constraints. To address the issues associated with using machine learning predictions as constraints, we propose a method of relaxing these constraints progressively. To avoid situations where the machine learning model fails to predict consistent types and results in an empty solution set, our method allows dropping the machine learning constraint for certain parameters and relying on the SMT solver to determine the potential types. Our method also incorporates the ordering of the machine learning model’s predictions for...
each parameter, enabling the prioritization of more probable type candidates during the extraction of valid parameter type combinations. The details of this method are described below.

First, we choose a list \( K = [k_1, \ldots, k_m] \) consisting of \( m \) values of \( k \) (used to represent top-\( k \) predictions), ordered in ascending order. An empirical selection for \( K \) is \([1, 5, 10, 20]\), which we employed in our experiments. Let \( n \) be the number of function parameters in the input program, and \( t_1, \ldots, t_n \) be the type variables associated with the function parameters in the program. We also denote the set of top-\( k \) predictions for \( t_i \) obtained from the machine learning model as \( P_{i,k} \). Then we can define a scoring function for parameter type combinations as follows:

\[
score(t_1, \ldots, t_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} n^{m-j} \cdot 1_{t_i \in P_{i,k,j}}
\]

where \( 1_c \) is the indicator function that evaluates to 1 when \( c \) is true and 0 otherwise.

This scoring function encodes a lexicographical order for parameter type combinations based on the likelihood of each parameter type predicted by the machine learning model. For example, suppose \( K = [1, 5] \). When comparing two type combinations, we begin by examining how many top-1 predictions each combination includes. The one with more top-1 predictions will receive a higher score. If both combinations have the same number of top-1 predictions, we will compare how many top-5 predictions are included in each. The combination with more top-5 predictions will get a higher score. If both combinations have the same number of top-1 and top-5 predictions, they will have the same score.

It is important to note that the scoring function can be expressed as an SMT function using conditional expressions (ite) and thus we can enforce a minimum threshold score \( s \) for all parameter type combinations in the solution set by adding an SMT constraint as shown below:

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \text{ite} \left( k_j \sum_{i=1}^{k} t_i = \tau_{i,L}, n^{m-j}, 0 \right) \geq s
\]

where \( \tau_{i,L} \) represents the top-\( l \) prediction made by the model for \( t_i \).

By setting the threshold score to 0, we effectively disregard all machine learning predictions, while setting it to \( \sum_{i=1}^{m} n^l \) requires all parameters to use the top-1 prediction.

The next step is to determine the threshold score. Initially, it is set as the maximum value that results in a non-empty solution set. Since the size of the solution set decreases monotonically with the increase of the threshold, binary search can be employed to quickly find the desired value. Specifically, we use Algorithm 2 with \( s_{max} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} n^l \).

Once the threshold score has been determined, we enforce it by adding the SMT constraint discussed above. Then we can utilize Algorithm 1 to generate a consistent and highly probable set of parameter type combinations. However, it is possible that only a single type combination is generated. For instance, this situation may arise if the set of top-1 predictions is type-correct. Given the potential imprecision of machine learning models, it is advisable to generate multiple parameter type combinations to increase the likelihood of finding the intended combination. To accomplish this, we set a minimum number of type combinations to generate. This is achieved by contiguously decreasing the threshold score until the size of the solution set meets the requirement, or no more valid solutions can be found. A detailed description of this process is presented in Algorithm 3.

5 EVALUATION

In this section, we present the evaluation results for our concrete type inference methods. First, we provide our experimental setup. Next, we evaluate the performance of our machine learning methods on the test set and the benchmarks. Following this, we present the number of solutions
Algorithm 2: Finding the maximum value of the threshold score.

Function findMaxThresholdScore(C, s_max, t₁, ..., tₙ)

Input: C: a set of constraints to satisfy;
   s_max: the maximum threshold score to consider;
   t₁, ..., tₙ: all parameter type variables in the input program.

Output: The maximum value of the threshold score that leads to a non-empty set of parameter type combinations if C is satisfiable and -1 otherwise.

1. left ← 0
2. right ← s_max
3. s ← -1
4. while left ≤ right
   5. mid = (left + right) / 2
   6. sat, assignments ← solve(C ∪ {score(t₁, ..., tₙ) ≥ mid})
   7. if sat
      8. left ← mid + 1
      9. s ← mid
   10. else
      11. right ← mid - 1
5. return s

Algorithm 3: Extracting the required number of parameter type combinations while progressively decreasing the threshold score.

Function extractTypesWithThresholdScoreDesc(C, n_sols, t₁, ..., tₙ)

Input: C: a set of constraints to satisfy;
   n_sols: the minimum number of solutions required;
   t₁, ..., tₙ: all parameter type variables in the input program.

Output: A set of parameter type combinations.

1. s_max ← \sum_{i=1}^{m} n^i
2. T ← ∅
3. while True
4.   s ← findMaxThresholdScore(C, s_max, t₁, ..., tₙ)
5.   if s < 0
6.     break
7.   U ← extractTypes(C ∪ {score(t₁, ..., tₙ) ≥ s}, t₁, ..., tₙ)
8.   T ← T ∪ U
9.   if |T| ≥ n_sols ∨ s = 0
10.  break
11.  for (τ₁, ..., τₙ) in U
12.    C ← C ∪ \{¬(t₁ = τ₁ ∧ ... ∧ tₙ = τₙ)\}
13.   s_max ← s - 1
14. return T

for SMT type inference problem instances from the benchmarks with different options. Then, we demonstrate the effectiveness of combining machine learning with SMT solving for type inference. Finally, we perform an end-to-end performance evaluation by integrating our combined type inference method into the Intrepydd compiler.
5.1 Experimental Setup

5.1.1 Benchmarks. The benchmarks used in our experiments consist of 10 Python programs. Six of them, namely bigCLAM [Romijnders 2017], changepoint [Johnson 2018], ipnsw [Johnson 2019a], ISTA [Johnson 2019b], PR-Nibble [Johnson 2019b], and sinkhorn_wmd [Johnson 2019c] were used in the Intrepydd paper [Zhou et al. 2020] and represent data analytics workloads. The remaining four programs, cholesky, jacobi_2d, lu, and ludcmp, were selected from the PolyBench/Python benchmarks [Abella-González et al. 2021] due to their compatibility with Intrepydd’s optimizations. All of these benchmarks came with type annotations. To evaluate our type inference methods in a type-annotation-free setting, we removed all type annotations from these benchmarks in the input and used the type annotations as ground truth labels for evaluation.

Each benchmark program consists of two parts: the main program code in Python and the kernel code in Intrepydd, i.e., in a Python subset augmented with type annotations. The main program invokes kernel functions defined in the kernel code, which is the target for concrete type inference and compiler optimizations. The number of functions and the total number of function parameters in each benchmark kernel are shown in Table 3. Despite their modest size, these programs can present significant difficulties for type inference. Although the number of functions is small, the relatively larger number of parameters creates a notable challenge in generating a reasonable number of versions for code optimization. Smaller programs typically have fewer type constraints, which can result in a large number of valid solutions produced by SMT-based type inference. Additionally, the limited context (i.e., source code) available for ML models can negatively impact the accuracy of their predictions.

Ensuring that the benchmarks are not included in the training data of the machine learning models is crucial to the validity of the evaluation results. The source code for the type-annotated benchmarks used in our evaluation has only been stored in access-controlled repositories, and has never been made available publicly. Although some of the benchmark programs are derived from publicly accessible code, their original versions do not contain our type annotations. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the machine learning models have been exposed to our type-annotated benchmarks.

Table 3. Benchmark statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>#Funcs</th>
<th>#Params</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bigCLAM</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changepoint</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipnsw</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-Nibble</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sinkhorn_wmd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cholesky</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacobi_2d</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludcmp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.2 The SciPy Dataset. As detailed in Section 4.1.2, we have created a dataset of run-time types from SciPy’s test suite. The dataset includes 17,665 unique samples, where each sample is a pair consisting of the source code of a function and its corresponding argument types. However, there are instances of pairs with identical functions but different run-time argument types. Specifically, the dataset comprises 3,369 unique functions, with each function appearing in at least one sample and at most 461 samples. Of all the samples, 13,599 contain the `Array` type while 288 contain the `Dict` type. We randomly split the dataset into three parts: a training set containing 90% of the data, a validation set containing 5%, and a test set containing another 5%.

5.1.3 Machine Learning Models. A summary of the models is included below, including the training process and the inference methodologies.
**Freq.** The Freq model is trained by iterating through the training set and keeping track of the occurrence count for each observed type. During inference, it provides the most frequent $k$ types as its top-$k$ predictions.

**DeepTyper-FS.** As shown in Section 4.1.4, the non-decoder part of DeepTyper-FS follows the same specifications as DeepTyper, with an embedding size of 300 and RNNs implemented as gated recurrent units (GRUs) [Cho et al. 2014] with a hidden state size of 650. The RNN type decoder is a single-layer GRU with a hidden state size of 128. To train the model, we employed the AdamW optimizer [Loshchilov and Hutter 2019] with a learning rate of $10^{-3}$ and a minibatch size of 32 for a total of 50 epochs. We made a model checkpoint after each epoch and selected the one that resulted in the lowest validation loss for subsequent evaluations. To obtain its top-$k$ predictions during inference, we utilized beam search with a beam size of 64.

**CodeT5-FT.** As detailed in Section 4.1.5, we based our CodeT5-FT model on the pre-trained CodeT5-large model with 770M parameters [Le et al. 2022]. We added a randomly initialized RNN type decoder that is identical to the one used in DeepTyper-FS to its Transformer encoder. The entire model was trained on our training set using the AdamW optimizer with a learning rate of $5 \times 10^{-5}$ and a minibatch size of 16 for 10 epochs. We followed the same checkpoint selection and top-$k$ inference procedure as in DeepTyper-FS.

**GPT-4.** There is no training involved in our zero-shot prompt-based method. We generated prompts using the template shown in Fig. 6a and fed them into GPT-4’s API to obtain responses. The sampling temperature was set to 1. To ensure that our benchmarks were not part of the training data of the evaluated model, we consistently used the gpt-4-0314 model, which is the initial public version of GPT-4 released on March 14, 2023.

**Addressing Randomness in Evaluation.** Given the stochastic nature of deep learning model training, we trained DeepTyper-FS and CodeT5-FT three times with different random seeds. As for GPT-4, since its output is randomly sampled each time, we let it make three rounds of type inference for all benchmarks. We report the results from all runs when evaluating the accuracy of prediction. We then chose one trained model each for DeepTyper-FS and CodeT5-FT, as well as the predictions from one round for GPT-4, to be used in all subsequent evaluations. The selection criteria are discussed later in Section 5.2.2.

5.1.4 **SMT Solver and Resource Budgets.** In our experiments, we used cvc5 [Barbosa et al. 2022] as the SMT solver. The enumeration of solutions in our SMT-based methods can be time-consuming, particularly when the number of solutions is large. For practical purposes, we imposed a timeout of 5 minutes and a maximum threshold of 1,000 solutions to be discovered. Additionally, when evaluating the constraint relaxation method proposed in Section 4.3.2, we set the minimum solution count threshold to 10.

5.1.5 **Hardware Platform.** We conducted all our experiments, except for the training of machine learning models, on a desktop machine running Ubuntu 20.04.5. It is equipped with an Intel Core i5-7600 CPU (@3.5GHz) and 64GB of RAM. There is no discrete GPU on this platform and all local model inference was performed using the CPU. For training DeepTyper-FS and CodeT5-FT, we used one NVIDIA Quadro RTX 6000 GPU on a separate machine.

5.2 **Evaluation of Machine Learning Type Inference**
We assessed our machine learning based type inference models by evaluating them on both accuracy and consistency. Our evaluations were conducted on the test subset of the SciPy dataset and the benchmarks.
Fig. 8. Accuracy on the test subset of the SciPy dataset (%). For DeepTyper-FS and CodeT5-FT, the bar height is the average accuracy of 3 models trained with different random seeds, with range bars showing min/max values.

Fig. 9. Accuracy on the benchmarks (%). For DeepTyper-FS and CodeT5-FT, the bar height is the average accuracy of 3 models trained with different random seeds. For GPT-4, the bar height is the average accuracy of 3 rounds for predictions for all benchmarks. The range bars show min/max values from different models/rounds.

5.2.1 Prediction Accuracy. We first evaluated the machine learning models by their accuracy in predicting types for each function parameter. Fig. 8 shows the top-k accuracy of the models on the test subset of the SciPy dataset. We did not evaluate the performance of GPT-4 on the test set because it was not trained on the corresponding training set and we did not have access to its API for enabling large-scale evaluation. The figure indicates that the Freq model serves as a reasonably performing baseline, having a top-10 accuracy of over 90%. This suggests that the dataset’s types are concentrated within the few most commonly occurring types. Both the DeepTyper-FS and CodeT5-FT models, which employ deep learning techniques, were able to surpass the baseline by a significant margin, particularly for non-scalar types, which are relatively infrequent in the dataset. However, no significant performance difference was observed between these two models on the test set.

The accuracy of all four machine learning models on the ten benchmarks is depicted in Fig. 9. Although DeepTyper-FS and CodeT5-FT performed similarly on the test set, CodeT5-FT exhibited better performance than DeepTyper-FS on the benchmarks. This observation suggests that CodeT5-FT may generalize better to the benchmark programs, which differ from the Python programs in the SciPy dataset. Remarkably, GPT-4 demonstrated outstanding zero-shot generalization ability on the benchmarks, surpassing all other models without any training on our dataset.

5.2.2 Prediction Consistency. Starting from this evaluation, we used one model checkpoint for DeepTyper-FS and CodeT5-FT, as well as the predictions from one round of type inference for
Table 4. Number of possible and type-correct parameter type combinations produced by machine learning models. The table displays the number of potential parameter type combinations generated by machine learning models (ML), alongside the number of type-correct combinations produced by these models (ML+TC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>DeepType-FS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Top-1</td>
<td>Top-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigCLAM</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>3.9 x 10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changepoint</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipnsw</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>4.4 x 10^12</td>
<td>1.2 x 10^10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTA</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>3.5 x 10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-Nibble</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>4.8 x 10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sinkhorn_wmd</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>3.9 x 10^8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cholesky</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacobi_2d</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludcmp</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.9 x 10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>CodeTS-FT</th>
<th>GPT-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Top-1</td>
<td>Top-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigCLAM</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>9.0 x 10^8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changepoint</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipnsw</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>4.4 x 10^14</td>
<td>4.8 x 10^11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTA</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>4.8 x 10^8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-Nibble</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>7.3 x 10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sinkhorn_wmd</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>8.1 x 10^8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cholesky</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacobi_2d</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludcmp</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9.0 x 10^8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML + TC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GPT-4. To avoid bias, we selected the model checkpoints based on the best top-1 accuracy on the test set instead of the benchmarks. For GPT-4, however, we didn’t know its accuracy on the test set. We chose the round that produced the lowest top-1 accuracy on the benchmarks since GPT-4 was likely to be the top-performing model in all experiments.

Table 4 shows the number of function parameter type combinations implied by the machine learning models’ predictions (ML rows), and how many of these combinations are consistent, i.e., type-correct (ML+TC rows). The former data is analytically calculated from the predictions, while the latter is obtained using Algorithm 1 with the type-correctness constraints defined in Section 4.2 and machine learning constraints generated as in Section 4.3.1.

The ML rows demonstrate that with an increase in the number of predictions taken into consideration, the quantity of potential type combinations expands exponentially. However, only a small proportion of these combinations are consistent in many cases. Using only a few predictions per parameter could result in the absence of valid type combinations. On the other hand, if more predictions are considered, there could be a much larger number of invalid combinations that need to be filtered out, which can be prohibitively expensive. Even if after filtering out all invalid combinations, the resulting solutions might still be excessively numerous.

By comparing the ML+TC rows across models, we can observe that more accurate models tend to yield more consistent predictions. For example, GPT-4 was able to produce valid combinations for PR-Nibble using only top-1 predictions, whereas the other three models were unable to do so even with top-5 predictions.

5.3 Evaluation of SMT Solving Type Inference

We evaluated the efficacy of SMT solving for type inference by executing Algorithm 1 with type-correctness constraints (TC), finite type space constraints (FTC), and uniform bit width constraints (UBW), as defined in Section 4.2. We counted the resulting number of parameter type combinations and versions of functions. A function version is a unique pair of a function and associated parameter types. The results are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Number of parameter type combinations and versions of functions produced by SMT-based type inference. TC = Type-Correctness, FTS = Finite Type Space, UBW = Uniform Bit Width.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>TC #Combinations</th>
<th>TC #Functions</th>
<th>TC + FTS #Combinations</th>
<th>TC + FTS #Functions</th>
<th>TC + FTS + UBW #Combinations</th>
<th>TC + FTS + UBW #Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bigCLAM</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changepoint</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipnsw</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTA</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-Nibble</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sinkhorn_wmd</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cholesky</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacobi_2d</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludcmp</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in the table, using only type-correctness constraints led to an excessive number of solutions (i.e., function parameter combinations) for most of the benchmarks. The addition of finite type space constraints and uniform bit width constraints helped to significantly reduce the number of solutions for many benchmarks. Nonetheless, a few benchmarks still produced a large number of solutions even with these additional constraints.
For multi-function benchmarks bigCLAM and changepoint, the number of function versions is less than the product of solution count and function count. This is because some function versions are shared between solutions.

### 5.4 Evaluation of the Combination of Machine Learning and SMT Solving

Table 6. Number of parameter type combinations produced by adding machine learning predictions as constraints to SMT solving type inference and applying Algorithm 1. The numbers in bold and green indicate matches with the ground truth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>DeepTyper-FS</th>
<th>CodeT5-FT</th>
<th>GPT-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Top-1</td>
<td>Top-5</td>
<td>Top-10</td>
<td>Top-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigCLAM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changepoint</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipnsw</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sinkhorn_wmd</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cholesky</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludcmp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 displays the number of solutions acquired by intersecting solution sets obtained through machine learning and SMT solving, as described in Section 4.3.1. The results indicate that this method yields a smaller solution set compared to pure machine learning or SMT solving approaches, as evidenced by the comparison to numbers in Table 4 and Table 5. However, we also have observed its drawbacks discussed in Section 4.3.1. Notably, there were no valid solutions for changepoint, suggesting that the intersection may yield an empty solution set in certain cases. Moreover, for all four machine learning models, even though using the top-20 predictions yielded the desired parameter type combinations for more benchmarks than using the top-10, it also generated many more solutions for some other benchmarks. This suggests that there is no single optimal number of predictions to use for all benchmarks.

Table 7. Number of parameter type combinations and versions of functions produced by Algorithm 3. The numbers in bold and green indicate matches with the ground truth. “-” denotes timeout during compilation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>#Combinations</th>
<th>#Functions</th>
<th>DeepTyper-FS</th>
<th>CodeT5-FT</th>
<th>GPT-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bigCLAM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changepoint</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipnsw</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTA</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-Nibble</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sinkhorn_wmd</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cholesky</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacobi_2d</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludcmp</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our improved algorithm, which incorporates progressive relaxation of machine learning constraints as described in Section 4.3.2, has successfully addressed these issues, as illustrated in Table 7. The machine learning models, when combined with SMT solving, have generated a limited number of parameter type combinations that cover most of the ground truth types. This implies that they have achieved high precision without inflating the output.
5.5 Performance Benchmarking with Compiler Integration

In order to showcase the effectiveness of our concrete type inference technique in enhancing the performance of untyped programs through ahead-of-time compilation, we incorporated the concrete types generated by our approach with a multi-versioning code generator based on the Intrepydd compiler [Zhou et al. 2020]. The code generator takes in code written in the supported subset of Python and emits type-annotated Python code and C++ code, which can be compiled by a Numba-AOT back-end, based on the ahead-of-time compilation module of Numba [Lam et al. 2015], and a C++ back-end, based on a C++ compiler, respectively. We assessed the performance gains achieved by the compiled versions relative to the original untyped versions. Note that the back-ends also generate unoptimized Python code as a fallback option in case the run-time types do not match with any of the provided types.

Table 8. Average kernel execution time (in seconds) and standard deviation of 6 runs (in parentheses) as a percentage of average execution time, compiled using different back-ends. The numbers in bold and green indicate that one of the inferred parameter type combinations matches with the ground truth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Numba-AOT Back-end</th>
<th>C++ Back-end</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ground Truth</td>
<td>GPT-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigCLAM</td>
<td>4.487 (1.89%)</td>
<td>0.221 (0.70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changepoint</td>
<td>18.270 (3.04%)</td>
<td>1.078 (0.22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipnsw</td>
<td>66.117 (3.35%)</td>
<td>0.634 (0.65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTA</td>
<td>14.756 (0.23%)</td>
<td>42.751 (0.71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-Nibble</td>
<td>15.128 (2.23%)</td>
<td>0.067 (0.33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sinkhorn_wmd</td>
<td>29.079 (0.20%)</td>
<td>41.789 (0.45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cholesky</td>
<td>84.296 (0.64%)</td>
<td>0.227 (0.22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacobi_2d</td>
<td>297.841 (0.40%)</td>
<td>0.817 (0.37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>221.153 (0.97%)</td>
<td>0.696 (2.82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ludcmp</td>
<td>142.048 (2.14%)</td>
<td>0.785 (1.44%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We present the execution times of the kernels (i.e., the part subject to AOT optimization) in the benchmarks compiled using the hybrid type inference technique discussed in Section 4.3.2 with the GPT-4 model, as shown in Table 8. Our type inference method successfully inferred the true types for nine out of the ten benchmarks, resulting in significant performance improvements after compilation using the two optimizing back-ends. However, it failed to identify the true types for the ipnsw benchmark, which includes a number of `Dict(int32,int32)` and `Array(int32,1)` types in its parameters. These two types can be assigned to function parameters in this benchmark interchangeably without breaking type correctness, leading to numerous valid type combinations. Moreover, the similar behavior exhibited by variables of these two types seemed to confuse the machine learning model, causing inaccurate predictions. As a result, our hybrid type inference method was unable to infer the intended types for this benchmark.

In Table 9, we demonstrate the performance improvements achieved by our hybrid type inference method using different machine learning models, in comparison to unoptimized Python code. It can be seen that the accuracy of the machine learning model significantly influences the ultimate code performance. A more accurate model led to a higher geometric mean of speedup across all benchmarks. Utilizing the most precise model, GPT-4, we attained a geometric mean speedup of 62.2× and an impressive > 4, 400× speedup for PR-Nibble using the C++ back-end, whereas other models yielded no speedup for this benchmark due to their inability to deduce the intended types.
Table 9. Speedup of benchmarks achieved by compiling to Numba-AOT and C++ back-ends relative to the Python version. The numbers in **bold and green** indicate that one of the inferred parameter type combinations matches with the ground truth. The cells containing 1.0* indicate experiments that timed out during compilation. Although not implemented, the compiler can theoretically produce the Python version in such cases, leading to a speedup of 1.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>DeepTyper-FS</th>
<th>CodeT5-FT</th>
<th>GPT-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Numba-AOT</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>Numba-AOT</td>
<td>C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigCLAM</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changepoint</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ipnsw</td>
<td>1.0*</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0*</td>
<td>1.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISTA</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-Nibble</td>
<td>1.0*</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sinkhorn_wmd  | 365.2   | 376.9 | 371.1  | 369.7 | 371.9  | 376.4 | 371.1  | 375.5 |          |      |
|cholesky      | 364.7   | 922.4 | 364.5  | 939.5 | 364.5  | 933.1 | 364.9  | 920.3 |          |      |
jacobi_2d     | 298.2   | 345.4 | 299.9  | 335.3 | 319.1  | 345.8 | 321.2  | 350.6 |          |      |
lu            | 210.8   | 233.6 | 215.3  | 234.3 | 212.6  | 235.3 | 213.3  | 236.5 |          |      |

Furthermore, it becomes clear that type inference generally benefits both back-ends, as it enables their optimizations. Note that the slowdown for ISTA and sinkhorn_wmd when using Numba-AOT is attributed to the presence of sparse matrices in these benchmarks, which are not natively supported by Numba. Although we attempted to implement some support for these matrices by developing auxiliary Numba functions for use in the benchmarks, the resulting performance was still suboptimal.

6 RELATED WORK

Static type inference [Milner 1978] is a well-established technique that can enable compilers to determine types for a variety of program elements. However, due to the dynamic nature of programming languages like Python, static type inference often lacks precision. Various static type inference tools exist for Python, such as mypy,4 Pyre,5 PySonar2,6 and pytype.7 While these tools perform adequately in simple cases, they struggle with more intricate scenarios due to Python’s dynamic characteristics, necessitating additional type annotations. To address some of the complex cases, TYPETE [Hassan et al. 2018] employs an SMT solver to infer one consistent set of types for an entire program in a supported subset of Python. Different from TYPETE, our SMT-based type inference operates on partial programs and generates multiple concrete type sets instead of a single type set potentially comprising abstract types.

In recent years, a large body of work has focused on utilizing deep learning for type inference. This includes studies that employ recurrent neural networks for predicting types from code [Hellendoorn et al. 2018; Malik et al. 2019; Mir et al. 2022], graph neural networks [Allamanis et al. 2020; Wei et al. 2020; Ye et al. 2021], and pre-trained transformers [Huang et al. 2023; Jesse et al. 2021; Wei et al. 2023]. Since machine learning models generate types without guaranteed correctness

---

4https://mypy-lang.org/
5https://pyre-check.org/
6https://github.com/yinwang0/pysonar2
7https://github.com/google/pytype
and can yield inconsistencies, several strategies have been proposed to integrate them with rule-based methods. These approaches encompass combining logical and natural constraints through continuous relaxation [Pandi et al. 2020], employing a type checker to validate predicted types [Pradel et al. 2020], and utilizing models to offer type suggestions during the rule-based static type inference process [Peng et al. 2022]. Nonetheless, no previous methods have combined machine learning with SMT solving, as presented in this paper.

Efforts have been made to compile programs written in Python and languages with similar syntax and semantics. Just-in-time compilers like Numba [Lam et al. 2015] and JAX [Bradbury et al. 2018] dynamically generate high-performance code from Python using type information collected during run-time. Intrepydd [Zhou et al. 2020] and Mojo\(^8\) compile portions of type-annotated code ahead of time, which other parts of the program can invoke during run-time to enhance performance. Codon [Shajii et al. 2023] introduces a framework for creating statically-typed, Pythonic domain-specific languages, facilitating the writing of Python-like programs that can be compiled ahead of time. Unlike the past work, our method enables ahead-of-time compilation without requiring any type annotations or statically-typed code, and also without requiring a whole program.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a new approach to concrete type inference and demonstrated its effectiveness in enabling code optimization for dynamically typed languages, without requiring the programmer to provide any type information. We explored three kinds of type inference algorithms in our approach based on: 1) machine learning models including GPT-4, 2) constraint-based inference based on SMT solving, and 3) a combination of 1) and 2). Our approach used the output from type inference to generate multi-version code for a bounded number of concrete type options, while also including a catch-all untyped version for the case when no match is found. Experimental results showed that the combined algorithm in 3) delivers far superior precision and performance than the separate algorithms for 1) and 2). The performance improvement due to type inference, in terms of geometric mean speedup across all benchmarks compared to standard Python, when using 3) is 26.4× with Numba as an AOT optimizing back-end and 62.2× with the Intrepydd optimizing compiler as a back-end. These vast performance improvements can have a significant impact on programmers’ productivity, while also reducing their applications’ use of compute and energy resources.
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